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Nikolaus Lahusen was born in
Bremen in 1960 and grew up in
Mexico. His artistic development
was supported by Edith PichtAxenfeld, Christoph Eschenbach
and Bruno Leonardo Gelber.
Counted among the leading
pianists of his generation,
Lahusen has given concerts
worldwide and has appeared in
important concert halls
(Philharmonie in Munich,
Musikhalle in Hamburg,
Beethovenhalle in Bonn, etc.)
and with leading orchestras
(European Community Chamber
Orchestra, Sapporo Symphony
Orchestra, Sinfonia Nacional de
Argentina, etc.).
For Celestial Harmonies, he
has previously recorded ORFFSCHULWERK, VOL. 3: PIANO
MUSIC (13106-2), THE
COMPLETE WORKS OF M.K.
T IURLIONIS, VOLS 1-3
(13184-2, 13184-2 & 132222), FRANZ SCHUBERT SONATA
B FLAT MAJOR D. 960, 3
KLAVIERSTÜCKE D. 946
(13195-2)
and
FRANZ
SCHUBERT SONATA D MAJOR
D.
850,
34
VALSES
SENTIMENTALES D. 779.

the project
This is Nikolaus Lahusens first recording of Franz Liszt works, although it
could be considered his third recording of Franz Schuberts works for Celestial
Harmonies. It features Liszts transcriptions for piano solo of Schuberts
works, with the vocal parts of the original lieder taken over by the piano.
The transcriptions presented here adhere closely to Schuberts original
compositional structure without any paraphrasing or free fantasies.
Franz Liszt explained what moved him to his intense preoccupation with
Franz Schuberts lieder between the years of 1833 and 1845 during his 1838
visit in Vienna: I heard in the salons, with vivid pleasure and sentimentality
bringing tears to my eyes, an artistic friend, the Baron von Schönstein, present
Schuberts lieder. The French translation renders only a very incomplete sense
of how this mostly-very-lovely poetry connects to the music of Schubert,
the most poetic musician ever to live. The German language is so admirable
in the area of sentimentality, perhaps only a German is capable of
comprehending the naiveté and fantastic aspects of so many of these
compositions, their capricious appeal, their melancholy letting-go.
Commenting on his new recording, Lahusen writes After recording works
of Franz Schubert on the Graf fortepiano (Hammerflügel), I am coming back
to Schubert, this time with Liszts assistance and on a modern Fazioli piano.
The magnificent Valse Sentimentale A Major provides a little bridge between
the two very different CDs since it is recorded on both. For me, the
transcriptions are primarily works of Schubert that have been elevated to
piano works in their own right thanks to the unique talent of Franz Liszt as
both a pianist and composer. The complex various levels of the transcriptions,
consisting of two to three autonomous piano accompaniments and one line
of melody, is what makes the pieces so appealing to the pianist. Likewise, this
is what gives the works their high educational value: Liszt himself taught
these works well into his elder years.
What fascinates me the most in these transcriptions is the two, at first
appearance, conflicting elements developing side-by-side: on one hand, the
vast pianistic compositional means Lisztaas no otherapossessed which he
makes use of in these transcriptions at his best, and yet the simplicity and
inwardness of the simple feelings of Schuberts original expression.
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